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An energy threshold of ð220� 10Þ eV was achieved at an efficiency of 50% with a four-channel

ultralow-energy germanium detector, each with an active mass of 5 g. This provides a unique probe to

weakly interacting massive particles (WIMP) dark matter with mass below 10 GeV. With a data

acquisition live time of 0.338 kg-day at the Kuo-Sheng Laboratory, constraints on WIMPs in the galactic

halo were derived. The limits improve over previous results on both spin-independent WIMP-nucleon and

spin-dependent WIMP-neutron cross-sections for WIMP mass between 3 and 6 GeV. Sensitivities for full-

scale experiments are projected. This detector technique makes the unexplored sub-keV energy window

accessible for new neutrino and dark matter experiments.
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There is compelling evidence from cosmological and
astrophysical observations that about one quarter of the
energy density of the universe can be attributed to cold
dark matter (CDM), whose nature and properties are still
unknown [1]. Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMP,
denoted by �) are the leading candidates for CDM. There
are intense experimental efforts [2] to look for WIMPs
through direct detection of nuclear recoils in �N ! �N
elastic scattering or in the studies of the possible products
through � �� annihilations. Supersymmetric (SUSY) parti-
cles [3] are the leading WIMP candidates. The popular
SUSY models prefer WIMP mass (m�) in the range of

�100 GeV, though light neutralinos remain a possibility
[4]. Most experimental programs optimize their design in
the high-mass region and exhibit diminishing sensitivities
for m� < 10 GeV, where an allowed region due to the

annual modulation data of the DAMA experiment [5]—
further reinforced by the first DAMA/LIBRA results [6]—
remains unprobed. Simple extensions of the standard
model with a singlet scalar favor light WIMPs [7].
Detectors with a sub-keV threshold are required to probe
this low-mass region, as well as WIMPs bounded in the
solar system [8] and nonpointlike SUSY candidates like Q-
balls [9]. This presents a formidable challenge to both
detector technology and background control. Only the

CRESST-I experiment has set limits [10] with a sapphire
(Al2O3)-based cryogenic detector at a threshold of 600 eV.
The Kuo-Sheng (KS) Laboratory [11] is located at

28 m from a reactor core at 2.9 GW thermal power.
The overburden is about 30 m-water-equivalence. A
threshold of 5 keV and a background level of
�1 event kg�1 keV�1 day�1 (cpkkd) at 20 keV, compa-
rable with those of underground CDM experiments, were
achieved on a 1.06-kg germanium detector (HPGe).
Results on neutrino magnetic moments (��) [12], reactor
electron neutrinos [13], and reactor axions [14] were re-
ported. The current goal is to develop detectors with kg-
scale target mass, 100 eV-range threshold and low-
background specifications for the studies of WIMPs, ��,
and neutrino-nucleus coherent scatterings [15].
The ultralow-energy germanium detector (ULEGe) is a

matured technology for sub-keV soft x-rays measure-
ments. These detectors typically have a modular mass of
5–10 g, while detector arrays of up to 30 elements have
been constructed. Compared with Al2O3, Ge provides
enhancement in �N spin-independent couplings (�SI

�N)

due to the A2 dependence [1,16], where A is the mass
number of the target isotopes. The isotope 73Ge (natural
isotopic abundance of 7.73%) comprises an unpaired neu-
tron such that it can provide an additional probe to the spin-
dependent couplings of WIMPs with the neutrons (�SD

�n).

The nuclear recoils from �N interactions in the ULEGe
only give rise to �20% of the observable ionizations
compared with electron recoils at the same energy. The
suppression ratio is called the quenching factor (QF) [17].
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For clarity, all ULEGe measurements discussed hereafter
are electron-equivalent-energy, unless otherwise stated.

The ULEGe array consists of four elements, each having
an active mass of 5 g [18]. Standard ultralow-background
specifications were adopted in its construction and choice
of materials. It has identical external dimensions as the
1 kg HPGe of Ref. [12]. Apart from swapping between the
two detectors, data taking was performed with all other
hardware components, shielding configurations, elec-
tronics, and data acquisition (DAQ) systems [19] kept
identical. The schematic diagram of the experimental setup
can be referred to those displayed in Ref. [12].

The ULEGe signals were provided by built-in pulsed
optical feedback preamplifiers and were distributed to two
spectroscopy amplifiers at 6 �sðSA6Þ and 12 �sðSA12Þ
shaping times and with different amplification factors.
The SA6, SA12, anti-Compton veto (ACV), and cosmic-
ray veto (CRV) signals were read out by 20 MHz flash
analog-to-digital convertors (FADC). Random trigger (RT)
events at 0.1 Hz and uncorrelated with the rest of the
system, as well as various system control parameters,
were also recorded. The discriminator output of SA6 pro-
vided the trigger for DAQ. As depicted in Fig. 1, the
threshold was set to about 4:3� 0:2 times the rms fluctua-
tions of the RT signals above the pedestal. The DAQ rates
for the ULEGe were about 5 Hz, induced mostly by
electronic noise and agreed well with expectations [20,21].

Energy measurements were given by SAT
12, defined in

the next paragraph. Figure 2(a) shows an energy calibration
spectrum with external 55Fe sources (5.90 and 6.49 keV)
together with x rays from Ti (4.51 and 4.93 keV), Ca
(3.69 keV), and S (2.31 keV). Photons with energy lower
than 2 keV were completely absorbed by the detector
window. The RT events provided the calibration point at
zero energy. The rms resolutions for the RTevents and 55Fe
peaks were about 55 eV and 78 eV, respectively. The
calibration procedures were performed before and after
the DAQ periods. Linearity was checked up to 60 keV
with various � sources, and between zero and 2 keV with a
precision pulse generator. The energy scale was accurate to
<20 eV, while deviations from linearity were <1%. The

electronic gain drifts, also monitored in situ by the pulse
generator, were <5%. A detector hardware ‘‘noise edge’’
of about 300 eV was achieved.
Pulse shape discrimination (PSD) software was devised

to differentiate physics events from those induced by elec-
tronic noise, exploiting the correlations in both the energy
and timing information of SA6 and SA12 signals. Displayed
in Fig. 2(b) is a scatter plot of SAP

6 and SAT
12 signals with

the PSD cut superimposed, where the superscripts P/T
denote partial/total integration of the pulses within
ð15; 25Þ �s and ð�20; 52Þ �s, respectively, relative to the
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FIG. 1 (color). The distributions of noise fluctuation of RT
events and the maximum amplitudes of physics events in various
energy bins. The discriminator threshold level is also shown.
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) Measured energy spectrum of the ULEGe
with 55Fe source together with x-ray peaks from various mate-
rials. The black histogram represents events selected by PSD
cuts. Deviations from the expected flat spectra contribute to PSD
efficiencies. (b) Scatter plots of the SAP

6 vs SAT
12 signals, for both

calibration and physics events. The PSD selection is shown.
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FIG. 3 (color). Selection efficiencies of the PSD cut, as derived
from the 55Fe calibration and in situ data with ACV tags. Also
shown are the best-fit 1� region and the trigger efficiency for
physics events recorded by the DAQ system.
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trigger instant (t ¼ 0). The noise events were suppressed.
Calibration events and those from a physics background
were overlaid, indicating a uniform response. Events se-
lected by PSD but with CRV or ACV tags were subse-
quently rejected. The surviving events were ULEGe
signals uncorrelated with other detector systems and could
be WIMP candidates.

Data were taken with the ULEGe at KS with different
hardware and software configurations. They provided im-
portant input on the background understanding and per-
formance optimizations for future full-scale experiments.
The data set with the best background and threshold has a
DAQ live time of 0.338 kg-day. The analysis results and the
systematic effects at the two energy intervals which de-
fined the sensitivities for m� below and above �10 GeV

are summarized in Table I.
The ULEGe data were taken in conjunction with a CsI

(Tl) scintillator array [22] for the studies of neutrino-
electron scattering. The combined DAQ rate was about
30 Hz. The DAQ dead time and the CRVþ ACV selection
efficiencies listed in Table I were accurately measured
using RT events [12]. The maximum amplitude distribu-
tions of the physics events between 100 eVand 900 eVare
shown in Fig. 1. All events exhibit at least 1 FADC-unit of
margin above the threshold. The mean and rms of the
samples above 300 eV were directly derived from the
data, while those for E ¼ 0–300 eV were evaluated by
interpolation to avoid biased sampling. The pedestal was
provided by the RT events. The trigger efficiencies de-
picted in Fig. 3 correspond to the fractions of the distribu-
tions above the discriminator threshold level.

Events in coincidence with ACV are mostly physics-
induced. Displayed in Fig. 4 is the survival fraction (f)
of ACV-tagged events at E ¼ 200–300 eV in PSD selec-
tion vs the relative timing between ACV signals and
ULEGe triggers. The coincidence interval between the
two systems was determined independently from hardware
timing. Only ULEGe events in coincidence with ACV give
a substantial value of f. Events without ACV tags are
predominantly induced by electronic noise. They were
efficiently rejected by the PSD selection. The correspond-
ing fN ¼ ð1:7� 0:3Þ � 10�4 is denoted by the data point
at negative time in Fig. 4. The PSD efficiency for physics

TABLE I. Summary of analysis results and their statistical and systematic errors in the two energy intervals which define the
sensitivities at low and high WIMP masses.

Energy bin 198–241 eV 1.39–1.87 keV

Raw background counts 105212 75

Selection cuts and systematic effects :

Trigger efficiency (%) 100

DAQ dead time (%) 11:0� 0:1
PSD—cumulative background survival fraction (%) 0.008 97

Signal efficiency (%) 66� 6 100

ACV—cumulative background survival fraction (%) 0.0 2.7

Signal efficiency (%) 98:3� 0:1
CRV—cumulative background survival fraction (%) 0.0 0.0

Signal efficiency (%) 91:4� 0:1

After-cut background counts 0 0

After-cut normalized background rates (kg�1 keV�1 day�1) 0� 272
0 ðstatÞ � 30

27 ðsysÞ 0� 13
0 ðstatÞ � 0ðsysÞ

Quenching factor 0:200� 0:006 0:244� 0:007

Sampling in m� (GeV) 5 50

�SI
�Nð10�39 cm2Þ:
Mean and errors due to background and QF uncertainties 0� 0:64

0 ðBkgÞ � 0:01ðQFÞ 0� 0:153
0 ðBkgÞ � 0:003ðQFÞ

Limit at 90% confidence level <0:81 <0:20
�SD

�nð10�34 cm2Þ:
Mean and errors due to background and QF uncertainties 0� 1:90

0 ðBkgÞ � 0:03ðQFÞ 0� 0:47
0 ðBkgÞ � 0:01ðQFÞ

Limit at 90% confidence level <2:40 <0:59
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FIG. 4. The survival fraction of events at E ¼ 200–300 eV
with ACV tags in PSD selection vs the relative timing between
ACV signals and ULEGe triggers. Overlaid are the coincidence
time intervals derived independently from hardware timing. The
data point at negative time is due to events without ACV tags,
and corresponds to ð1:7� 0:3Þ � 10�4.
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events (�PSD) is

f ¼ ð�PSD � Pþ fN � NÞ
Pþ N

;

where P and N are, respectively, the fractions of physics
and noise events in the ACV-tagged samples. In general,
there are noise events in accidental coincidence with ACV
(that is, N > 0), which implies �PSD � f. The conservative
assignment of taking �PSD ¼ f (equivalently N ¼ 0) was
adopted for analysis.

Alternatively, under the assumption that the 55Fe cali-
bration of Fig. 2(a) would give rise to physics events with a
flat spectrum down to the lowest energy relevant to this
analysis (< 100 eV), the deviations of the PSD-selected
events from a flat distribution provided the second mea-
surement. Consistent results were obtained with both ap-

proaches, as depicted in Fig. 3. The larger uncertainties of
the first method are attributed to the limited statistics from
only the in situ ACV samples. The efficiencies and their
uncertainties adopted for analysis were derived from a best
fit on the combined data set. A threshold of ð220� 10Þ eV
was achieved with a PSD efficiency of 50%.
The ULEGe spectrum normalized in cpkkd unit after the

CRV, ACV, and PSD selections is displayed in Fig. 5,
showing comparable background as CRESST-I [10].
Listed in Table I are the normalized background rates,
indicating that statistical uncertainties dominate over the
systematic effects. The formalisms followed those of
Ref. [16], using standard nuclear form factors, a galactic
rotational velocity of 230 km s�1, and a local WIMP den-
sity of 0:3 GeV cm�3 with Maxwellian velocity distribu-
tion. No subtraction of background profiles was made such
that the WIMP signals cannot be larger than the observed
event rates. The unbinned optimal interval method formu-
lated in Ref. [23] and widely used by current CDM experi-
ments was adopted to derive the upper limits for the
possible �N event rates. By comparing the observed back-
ground in different energy intervals with the expected
number of events due to �N recoils for each m�, the

optimal intervals producing the most stringent limits to
�SI

�N and �SD
�n were selected. Corrections from QF, detector

resolution, and various efficiency factors were incorpo-
rated. The energy dependence of QF in Ge was evaluated
with the TRIM software package [24] which matches
existing data [25] better than the alternative Lindhard
model [26]. The uncertainties were taken to be the differ-
ence with the polynomial best-fit values of the data from
254 eV to 200 keV nuclear recoil energy.
Exclusion plots on both (m�, �

SI
�N) and (m�,�

SD
�n) planes

at 90% confidence level for galactically-bound WIMPs
were then derived, as depicted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b),
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FIG. 5 (color). The measured spectrum of ULEGe with
0.338 kg-day of data, after CRV, ACV, and PSD selections.
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FIG. 6 (color). Exclusion plots of (a) the spin-independent �N and (b) the spin-dependent �-neutron cross-sections versus WIMP
mass, displaying the KS-ULEGe limits and those defining the current boundaries [10,27]. The DAMA-allowed regions [5] are
superimposed. The striped regions are those favored by SUSY models [4]. Projected sensitivities of full-scale experiments are
indicated as dotted lines. (c) Constraints at m� ¼ 5 GeV on the effective axial four-fermion �-proton (ap) and �-neutron (an) spin-

dependent couplings, in units of 2
ffiffiffi

2
p

GF following the formulation of Ref. [29]. The shaded area at the origin is the combined allowed
region.
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respectively. The DAMA-allowed regions [5] and the cur-
rent exclusion boundaries [10,27] are displayed. The
model-independent approach of Refs. [28,29] were
adopted to extract limits on the spin-dependent cross sec-
tions. Consistent results were obtained when different 73Ge
nuclear physics matrix elements [30] were adopted as
input. The constraints on the effective axial four-fermion
�-proton and �-neutron spin-dependent couplings [29] at
m� ¼ 5 GeV are displayed in Fig. 6(c). The parameter

space probed by the 73Ge in ULEGe is complementary to
that of the CRESST-I experiment [10] where the 27Al
target is made up of an unpaired proton instead. New limits
were set by the KS-ULEGe data in both �SI

�N and �SD
�n for

m� � 3–6 GeV. The remaining DAMA low-m� allowed

regions in both interactions were probed and excluded. The
observable nuclear recoils at m� ¼ 5 GeV and �SI

�N ¼
0:5� 10�39 cm2 (allowed) and 1:5� 10�39 cm2 (ex-
cluded) are superimposed with the measured spectrum in
the inset of Fig. 5 for illustrations. It is expected that
recent data from the COUPP [31] experiment can place
further constraints on the spin-dependent plots of Figs. 6(b)
and 6(c).

This work extends the bounds on WIMPs by making
measurements in a new observable window of 100 eV–

1 keV in a low-background environment. Understanding
and suppression of background at this sub-keV region is
crucial for further improvement. Measurements are con-
ducted with the ULEGe at an underground laboratory.
There are recent advances in a ‘‘point-contact’’ Ge detector
[32] which offer potentials of scaling up the detector mass
to the kg range. Preliminary results in dark matter searches
have recently been reported [33]. The mass-normalized
external background will be reduced in massive detectors
because of self-attenuation [15]. A further reduction in
threshold may be possible with improved junction field-
effect transistors and by correlating signals from both
electrodes. The potential reach of full-scale experiments
with 1 kg-year of data and a benchmark background level
of 1 cpkkd is illustrated in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). Such
experimental programs are complementary to the many
current efforts on CDM direct searches.
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